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Lankhorst Offshore Mooring Lines
for the ‘Energean Power’ FPSO
Lankhorst Offshore has been awarded a contract by
TechnipFMC to supply the mooring lines for the ‘Energean
Power’ Floating Production Storage and Offloading (FPSO)
for the Karish and Tanin gas fields, located in the eastern
Mediterranean, approximately 90km offshore Israel. Energean
Israel leases and operates the Karish and Tanin gas fields.
Energean Israel will use the FPSO to process the reservoir fluids
and export sales gas from these fields to the shore of Israel via
a 90km pipeline.
The ‘Energean Power’ FPSO
will be spread moored using
14 mooring lines arranged in
2x4 and 2x3 clusters at 1750m
water depth. Lankhorst is
supplying 28 rope lengths,
arranged in two segments
per line, totalling 43,400m of
Cabral 512 deepwater mooring
rope with a minimum breaking
strength of 12,400 kN. Each
mooring line will comprise a
chain top segment, polyester
rope middle segment and chain
bottom segment, connected
to a suction pile anchor.

The Cabral 512 ropes will be
manufactured at Lankhorst
Offshore’s factory, dedicated
to the production of offshore
mooring systems, in Paredes,
Portugal.
“The ‘Energean Power’ FPSO will
be the first permanently fibre
rope moored offshore facility
in the Mediterranean. We are
delighted to be awarded the
mooring lines contract for this
prestigious project,” says Neil
Schulz, sales director, Lankhorst
Offshore.

En e rg e a n Po we r’ F l o at in g P ro d u c t io n S t o ra g e and
Offload i ng ( F PS O) f o r t h e K a r is h a n d Ta n in g a s f ields
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For its lead in the development of Fibre Rope
Deployment Systems, Lankhorst Offshore has been
recognised by DSM Dyneema as an ‘Innovation
Partner’. Pictured here (L to R) José Gramaxo,
Executive Management - President Global Synthetics
& R&D, and Rui Faria, Senior Vice President Oil &
Gas, Synthetics & R&D, with the ‘Innovation Partner’
plaque at the recent OTC Exhibition in Houston.

New website of Lankhorst Offshore

Welcome to the new website of Lankhorst Offshore:
www.lankhorstoffshore.com. It provides a comprehensive overview of the breadth of fibre ropes available to offshore engineers
and contractors. Easy to navigate and packed with useful project
and technical information and brochure downloads, it’s your
online resource for offshore mooring projects.
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LANKHORST ENGINEERED PRODUCTS

Plastics as far as the eye can see
In August 2018, a new shipping hall was set up at Tata Steel
IJmuiden for which Lankhorst supplied the coil storage systems.
The official opening of this new, ultra-modern storage hall took
place on Wednesday May 8, 2019. The so-called LA-hall is fully
sustainable and it enables the steel company to optimize logistics processes, and to further improve deliveries to customers.
Both the KLP® RollStop System and the newly developed
KLP® CoilWedge System are located in the hall.
With a surface of 10,000 m2
and a storage capacity of
50 kilotons of steel, the hall
is impressive: every row of
RollStops is no less than 200
meters long.
All coils are stored fully
automatically here and retrieved
again by means of an advanced
computer system. Once in
operation no one is allowed to
come close - hence the large

fence around the storage area.
The building is energy neutral,
has a conditioned indoor
climate, and is designed to
use the residual heat from the
cooling water of the hot strip
mill on the other side to heat
the building in winter.
The CoilWedges give Tata extra
flexibility when storing coils
of various widths. In addition,
the wide Wedges have a larger

KLP® CoilWedge System
contact surface with the coil
- important, as in this hall
only coils for the automotive
industry are stored and
preventing damage to these
coils is vital.
All benefits of KLP® Storage
Systems are fully utilized in this

hall: 1) safety 2) flexibility 3)
less damage. Together with the
long lifespan of our recycled
plastics, without significant
maintenance, this offers the
most sustainable solution
for every coil warehouse
worldwide.

OTC in Houston

Sustainable shipping hall at Tata Steel

Sjouke Tjalsma, Erik van der Berg and Erik
Steinvoort of Lankhorst Engineered Products
at the OTC in Houston
KLP® RollStop System
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LANKHORST ROPES

Tug operator works
closely with rope firm
The tug operator at the world’s largest, offshore, coal transshipment terminal has worked closely with Lankhorst Ropes
during the past 15 years to progressively optimise the service
life for each mooring and towing line to reflect the specific
requirements of its operation. Iskolden Tasimacilik ve Ticaret
in Turkey operates two Turkish-built, Uzmar ASD pusher tugs.
Through its Turkish affiliate
Iskolden, Oldendorff Carriers,
the world’s largest dry bulk
shipping company, it operates
the Transshipper Isken coal
transfer platform in the Bay of
Iskenderun on the southern
coast of Turkey. Coal is brought
to the offshore terminal by
Capesize bulk carriers from
Colombia and South Africa
and delivered to the nearby
1,300MW power station.
The use of the Transshipper
Isken overcomes the 6m draft
limitation at the jetty in the
most economical way and has
saved the owners of the power
station the enormous cost,
time and logistics that would
have been required to build a
Capesize port.

Operating two miles offshore,
the Isken platform is able
to transship up to 50,000
tonnes of coal per day, with
the assistance of two selfunloading barges and the two
tugs which are used to tow the
Isken platform from the port
and manoeuvre it alongside the
Capesize coal bulk carriers.
A barge is then pushed out
and positioned between the
platform’s twin hulls. The Isken
unloads the coal using three
cranes and transfers it via
hoppers and conveyor belts to
a central barge loading chute
into the barge. As each barge is
filled it is pushed to the jetty at
the power station, where it selfunloads directly into a receiving

hopper at 2,500 tonnes per
hour in an environmentally
friendly manner. It takes four
days to complete the coal
transshipment. The tugs are
in operation throughout the
year. On average, the coal
transshipping terminal handles
22 Capesize bulk carriers per
year.
Maximising rope service life is
important to Iskolden given
the risks of UV exposure and
abrasion. During the first years
of operation, 2002 onwards,
Iskolden tried a number of rope
suppliers but none could deliver
the overall package in-depth
technical know-how, assistance
and rope quality to price
relation they were looking for.
Iskolden uses various different
types of Lankhorst ropes
designed to offer maximum
service life for each application.
Two tugs are needed to
manoeuvre the Isken platform
next to the bulk carrier. The
front tug uses Euromoor
(68mm) with its higher
elongation of 22 per cent, while
the rear tug controls platform
movement with the more rigid,
lower eight per cent elongation
Tipto Winchline (68mm).

Iskolden operation manager,
Capt Emin Atalay, said: “Due to
limited space on the front part
of the tugs, the winch drums
are sized for just 50m of rope.
Initially we used Euromoor on
the rear tug as well, but there
was the problem of abrasion
and friction on the fairlead. On
both ropes we use an additional
Lankoforce (40mm) forerunner
pennant. As a result, we’ve
achieved more than five year’s
pennant usage without damage
by the chocks.”
As the platform moves
alongside the bulk carrier, a
Euromoor (56mm) rope with
a Defender protective sleeve
is thrown from the platform
to the vessel. This sacrificial
forerunner is used to prevent
damage to the main Tipto
Winchline (68mm). The
forerunner is connected by
a mandal shackle. In future,
Iskolden expects to use the
Lankonect, a synthetic fibre
rope connection for the main
line. The platform’s selftensioning steel wire winches
use Tiptolon Octoply (96mm)
stretchers to dampen bulk
carrier motion during bad
weather. The nylon rope
has the perfect elongation
properties for this application
while providing a high break
load.
On the 10,000dwt hopper selfunloading coal barges, Iskolden
uses Tipto Eight (80mm)
ropes as a spring line during
unloading.

La nk ho rst Ro p e s - Is k o ld e n t u g b o a t m a n o e u ver ing nex t t o t he bulk c ar r ier
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Ease of rope handling is
important for Capt Atalay, who
said: “With more than 200
berth/unberthing operations a
year, these ropes are handled a
lot by our crew, so we wanted
a lightweight, floating rope
with good elongation and UV
resistance. We now normally
achieve a rope service life of
more than two years in this
demanding application, this
wasn’t the case with ordinary
ropes used in the past.”

W W W . L A N K H O R S T - E P . C O M

To keep the barge’s unloading
boom steady during swell
conditions the barge needs
to be securely moored during
loading - the problem faced
by Iskolden was the short rope
length from bollard to fairlead.
Various ropes have been
trailed but it found Euroflex
(80mm) to be the best
solution: good abrasion
resistance and just the right
elongation. Mainly at the aft
station, the short lengths of
ropes and wear caused by
swell conditions in the past
resulted in Iskolden having to
replace ropes every eight to
12 months due to excessive
abrasion damage. By switching
to Strongline (60mm) with
its great abrasion resistance,
Iskolden now normally
achieves more than two years’
service.
For the barge’s side tug rope,
Euroflex (68mm) is used.
Capt Atalay said: “We need
to have a short distance of
8m of strong heavy duty and
elastic rope to deal with the

rigid forces. We tried several
types of ropes, but Euroflex
is the best performing and
long lasting one for us.” On
occasion, ropes are damaged
during service or due to aging.
Iskolden conducts its own
residual strength testing to
assess the rope’s suitability for
continued service. Following
damage to the braided jacket
on a two-year-old Tipto
Winchline, it took a sample
from the rope and load tested
it and was pleasantly surprised
to find that the rope was
still able to be used and, in
fact, gave another two years’
service.
Capt Atalay said: “Working
with Lankhorst has allowed us
to get the maximum service
life per rope. Lankhorst’s
willingness to share
information has allowed us
to use their ropes intelligently
- making the most of each
rope’s strengths - and avoid
the disruption and uncertainty
we had experienced previously
using other ropes.”

EXHIBITIONS 2019

LANKHORST ROPES
3 – 4 September
8 – 9 October

Donso Shipping (Denmark)
Offshore Energy, Amsterdam
(the Netherlands)
14 – 16 October
MOC, Alexandria (Egypt)
27 – 29 November International Workboat Show,
New Orleans (USA)
LANKHORST OFFSHORE
29 – 31 October

OTC Brazil, Rio de Janeiro (Brazil)

LANKHORST ENGINEERED PRODUCTS
25 – 26 September Kunststoffenbeurs, Veldhoven
(the Netherlands)
5 – 8 November
BlechExpo, Stuttgart (Germany)
11 – 14 November Metalform/Fabtech, Chicago (USA)
11 – 14 November ADIPEC, Abu Dhabi (UAE)
21 November
Klimaat 2019 (the Netherlands)
LANKHORST EURONETE PORTUGAL
1 August
1 September
5 – 6 October
9 – 11 October
16 – 18 October

CFTO, Concarneau (France)
Philippines National Tuna Conference
Holland Fisheries Exhibition, Urk
(the Netherlands)
Danfish 2019, Aalborg (Denmark)
Itechmer Lorient, Lorient (France)

The next edition of
Lankhorst Euronete News
will be published in
November 2019.

Email:
LEnews@lankhorst-sneek.nl

Geeske Terpstra
Ineke Heising
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